N[S(x,p)]-N[T(x/p,p)].
PROOF. This is obvious, from the unique factorization theorem.
LEMMA III. The number of primes less than or equal to x is O(x/log x) and F(x) =log log x+b+0 (l/log x) where b is constant.
This is well known and is an "elementary theorem" in the theory of primes.
LEMMA IV. If CXci^gl, and Theorem A is true for c^ci, then it is true for c^ci/(l+ci).
PROOF. By hypothesis 0(c) is defined for ceci, and 4>{c) > 0 and is continuous for c è £i, \pl0g(x/p).
by (3) and (5), since in this range
\ log X / by Lemma III, where the "O" is uniform with respect to d in virtue of (3) and (6), and the Riemann-Stieltjes integral on the right exists in virtue of (4) and the continuity of <j>(c) for c^Ci. Using integration by parts for the integral and using (3) and (4) and Lemma III, we obtain (see Note la) This shows that <j>(d 2 )?£0 for any ^2 of the kind specified in (8); for, if <j>{d 2 ) were zero, then obviously <t>(di) would be zero and their difference also would be so, contrary to (9). Also, obviously $(^2) èO. Hence (10) 0(e) > 0 fore > ci/(l + d). Also by (9) and the hypothesis (11) <j>{c) is continuous for c ^ Ci/(1 + C\).
Using now the results (7), (10), and (11) and repeating the above argument with £i/(l+£i) in place of Ci, and noting that the positiveness of 4>(ci) is not needed in the above argument, it follows that 0(ci/(l+ci))>O.
This completes the proof of the lemma. PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Lemma I holds for c^ 1 and Lemma IV for 0 <c < 1, if we note that the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied for Ci = l, and hence by the result of the lemma for Ci -1/2 and hence by induction for Ci = l/n (n positive integral), and that 1/n-»0 as w-> oo. d(r4-l) d r è , , / (f = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n -1).
+ d(r+l)
To each of these intervals (d r , d r +i) apply the result (9) and add ; the corollary follows at once.
REMARKS. The "0" of the theorem cannot be improved upon. This can be seen as follows:
Obviously ƒ(x, I)=x+0{1) and
where <?(#) = X)a*/a< p £* {x/p} and {;y} denotes fractional part of y. Hence ƒ(#, 1/2) =#(1-log 2)+o(x/\og x)+G{x) by the prime number theory (see Note lc). But G(x)>kx/log x where k is a fixed positive number, as can be easily seen from the prime number theory. NOTE 1. (a) The deduction of (7) from (6a) is based on the following:
